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Critical Issues in Regulation – From the Journals 

Concepts of the Consumer in Competition, 
Regulatory, and Consumer Protection 
Policies, Christopher Decker, Journal of 

Competition Law and Economics, 13, 1, March 2017, 
pp. 151-184. 

Competition and economic regulation policies have 
traditionally been based on the conception of a 
‘standard’ consumer who is perfectly rational, has a 
high level of computational skills, and is invariant to 
the environment in which choices are made.  An 
expanding body of research concludes that, for a 
variety of reasons, consumers often behave in 
various ‘non-standard’ ways.  In the light of this 
research, some economic regulators and competition 
authorities are replacing the concept of the standard 
consumer with the concept of the non-standard 
consumer.  This is justified on the basis that it is more 
realistic and offers the potential for more effective 
policies anchored in the behaviour of actual 
consumers.   

The author, Christopher Decker, acknowledges that 
there are persuasive arguments for adopting a 
concept of the non-standard consumer.  However, he 
also argues that effectively integrating non-standard 
consumers into relevant policies raises conceptual 
challenges and risks, some of which have been 
borne out in practice.  In particular, in the author’s 
view, attention needs to be given to:  the specific 
nature of the non-standard consumer behaviour; the 
relative proportion of consumers characterised by 
non-standard behaviour; possible supplier responses 
to remedial measures; and critically, the potential 
unintended effects of such policies.  It is concluded 
that, if these parameters and challenges are 
acknowledged and effectively incorporated into 
analytical frameworks, the potential exists for better-
targeted competition and regulatory policies. 

The article comprises seven parts. Part I is an 
introduction.  Part II briefly examines concepts of the 
consumer traditionally assumed in economic theory 
and in the application of competition, economic 
regulation, and consumer-protection policies.  Part III 
describes how the concept of the consumer is 
changing in both economic theory and in the policy 
areas of interest.  Part IV examines how the concept 
of the non-standard consumer has been applied in 
practice, and includes discussion of two recent 

examples in the United Kingdom – retail energy and 
banking.  Part V explores some of the wider 
implications of the adoption of the concept of the non-
standard consumer.  Part VI considers the challenges 
associated with developing policies and remedies in 
the presence of non-standard consumers.  Part VII 
presents conclusions. 

The references are included in the 139 endnotes.  
Economists cited include Mark Armstrong, Ronald 
Coase, Milton Friedman, Steven Salop, Paul 
Samuelson, George Stigler and John Vickers. 

The article can be accessed by subscription to The 
Journal of Competition Law and Economics. 

Can Capacity Markets be Designed by 
Democracy?, Kyungjin Yoo and Seth Blumsack, 

The Journal of Regulatory Economics, 53, 2, 2018, 
pp. 127-151. 

This paper ‘bridges some of the seminal literature 
from political science and political economy on the 
theory of voting systems’ and applies it to the design 
of decision making in capacity markets.  In the United 
States, Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs) 
operate the power grid serving nearly 70 per cent of 
electricity customers.  PJM (which stands for 
‘Pennsylvania, Jersey, Maryland Interconnection) is 
an RTO serving thirteen states (all or parts of 
Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, 
Michigan, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, and West 
Virginia) and the District of Columbia. 
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RTOs are critical organisations for ensuring reliable 
system operations and facilitating the integration of 
new technologies and market participants.  RTOs are 
designed to be stakeholder-driven organisations, with 
rules and policies crafted through a highly 
participatory process.  While the decisions that RTOs 
make have implications for industry, society and the 
environment, their decision processes have not been 
modelled in any systematic way. 

The article is structured in the following way.  Section 
2 of the paper describes the PJM stakeholder 
process and the voting structure used in the 
Members Committee, the construct on which there is 
primary focus.  Section 3 develops a theory of 
‘passable proposals’ that are used as a predictive 
model of voting outcomes in the PJM stakeholder 
process, and allows the authors to anticipate 
coalitions forming around specific issues.  In section 
4 the authors provide a geometric interpretation of 
the voting system in the PJM stakeholder process.  
This permits the analysis of how abstentions and 
coalition defections shift voting power. Section 5 
provides an application of this framework to the 
capacity-market redesign.  Section 6 offers some 
concluding thoughts, policy implications and 
directions for future research. 

In this paper, the authors develop a modelling 
framework for the stakeholder process of the PJM.  
The framework adapts some of the seminal literature 
from political science and political economy on the 
theory of voting systems.  This modelling framework 
can:  generate predictions of stakeholder process 
outcomes; identify strong coalitions among 
stakeholders; and identify shifts in political power in 
the formulation of RTO market rules.  The authors 
illustrate this analytical framework using a detailed 
dataset from stakeholder deliberations of capacity 
market reform in PJM.   

The model predicts that the current structure of the 
stakeholder process in PJM makes the passage of 
capacity-market reforms through the stakeholder 
process virtually impossible.  This is because it 
creates strong coalitions that would favour or oppose 
changes to capacity market rules.  In the capacity-
market case, the authors also identify a small subset 
of voters that act as ‘swing voters’ and confirm that 
political power is shifted to these voters by deviations 
from otherwise strong coalitions and abstentions from 
the voting process altogether.  The framework in the 
paper is described by the authors as the first attempt 
to model the decision-making behaviour of RTOs in 
any systematic way, and points towards emerging 
research needs in evaluating the governance 
structure of RTOs. 

There are forty-one references in the list, ranging in 
year of publication from 1950 to 2017.  Economists 
cited include Kenneth Arrow, Duncan Black, Anthony 

Downs, Charles Plott, Lloyd Shapley and Martin 
Shubik. 

The article can be accessed by subscription to The 
Journal of Regulatory Economics. 

Economic Inefficiencies of Cost-based 
Electricity Market Designs, Francisco D Munoz, 

Sonja Wogrin, Shmuel S Oren, and Benjamin Hobbs, 
The Energy Journal, 39, 3, 2018, pp. 51-68. 

This paper is about market design for electricity.  
Some restructured power systems rely on audited 
cost information instead of competitive bids for the 
dispatch and pricing of electricity in real time, 
particularly in hydroelectric systems in Latin America.  
Audited costs are also substituted for bids in markets 
in the United States when local market power is 
demonstrated to be present.  Regulators that favour a 
cost-based design argue that this is more appropriate 
for systems with a small number of generation 
businesses.  This is because it eliminates the 
possibilities for generators to behave strategically in 
the spot market, which is a main concern in bid-
based markets.  The authors discuss existing results 
on market power issues in cost-based and bid-based 
designs and present a ‘counterintuitive example’ (see 
below). 

The article is structured to include an Introduction 
and four sections.  Section 2 covers market efficiency 
and the role of information in the price-formation 
process in competitive electricity markets.  Section 3 
covers how market power can arise in bid-based and 
cost-based market designs and how difficult it is to 
detect.  This section also provides a counterintuitive 
example where forcing spot prices to equal marginal 
costs in a concentrated market can result in lower 
investment and social welfare than under a bid-based 
design where generators can behave strategically in 
the short term.  Section 4 sets out and discusses 
specific challenges of estimating opportunity costs 
and how inaccurate estimates can distort market 
efficiency.  Some examples include the opportunity 
costs of conventional generators with inflexible fuel 
contracts, opportunity costs of generators in markets 
with emissions and/or renewable energy policies, and 
intertemporal limits on starts, operating hours, and 
energy.  Finally, Section 5 provides conclusions and 
some policy recommendations. 

The authors discuss a counterintuitive example in 
which forcing spot prices to be equal to marginal 
costs in a concentrated market can actually yield 
lower social welfare than under a bid-based market 
design.  This is due to the ‘perverse’ investment 
incentives.   

Additionally, the authors discuss the difficulty of 
auditing the true opportunity costs of generators in 
cost-based markets, and observe that this can lead to 
distorted dispatch schedules and prices, ultimately 
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affecting the long-term economic efficiency of a 
system.  An important example is opportunity costs 
that diverge from direct fuel costs due to energy or 
start limits, or other generator constraints.  Most of 
these arise because of physical and financial 
inflexibilities that become more relevant with 
increasing shares of variable and unpredictable 
generation from renewables. 

There are forty-nine references in the list, ranging in 
year of publication from 1952 to 2016.  Economists 
cited include Marcel Boiteux, Severin Borenstein, 
Paul Joskow, Paul Samuelson and Frank Wolak. 

The article can be accessed by subscription to The 
Energy Journal. 

Prosumers and the Grid, Axel Gautier, Julien 

Jacqmin, and Jean-Christophe Poudou, The Journal 
of Regulatory Economics, 53, 1, 2018, pp. 100-126. 

This paper is about ‘prosumers’, which are 
households that are both producers and consumers 
of electricity.  A prosumer has a grid-connected 
decentralised production unit and makes two types of 
exchanges with the grid:  energy imports when the 
local production is insufficient to match the local 
consumption, and energy exports when local 
production exceeds local consumption.  There exists 
two systems to measure the exchanges:  a net 
metering system that uses a single meter to measure 
the balance between exports and imports and a net 
purchasing system that uses two meters to measure 
separately power exports and imports.  Both systems 
are currently used for residential consumption.  

The paper is structured as follows:  Section 1 
introduces the paper.  Section 2 presents the authors’ 
general framework.  The net metering and the net 
purchasing systems are, respectively, explained in 
Sections 3 and 4.  Both systems are compared in 
Section 5 with respect to the deployment of 
decentralised production, the contribution to the 
network financing of consumers and prosumers and 
the incentives to synchronise production and 
consumption.  The robustness of the authors’ results 
with respect to both different tariff structures and 
environmental concerns are discussed in section 6.  
Section 7 concludes in the light of recent regulatory 
evolutions.  Finally, there is a technical appendix. 

The authors build a model to compare the two 
metering systems.  Under net metering, the price of 
exports paid to prosumers is implicitly set at the price 
of the electricity that they import. The authors show 
that in their model net metering leads to:  (1) too 
many prosumers; (2) a decrease in the bills of 
prosumers, compensated via higher bills for 
traditional consumers; and (3) a lack of incentives to 
synchronise local production and consumption. 

There are twenty-seven references in the list, ranging 
in year of publication from 1946 to 2017.  Economists 
cited include Severin Borenstein, Michael Pollitt, 
David Sappington and Richard Schmalensee.  A 
classic reference is to Ronald Coase’s ‘The Marginal 
Cost Controversy’ published in Economica in 1946. 

The article can be accessed by subscription to The 
Journal of Regulatory Economics. 

Price Competition in the Market for Business 
Telecommunications Services, Gregory 

Rosston, Scott Savage and Bradley Wimmer, The 
Journal of Regulatory Economics, 54, 1, August 
2018, pp. 81-104. 

This paper is about price competition in the market 
for business telecommunications services in the 
United States.  The authors estimate a model that 
relates incumbent prices for small-business 
telecommunications services to a number of 
variables, including the number of facilities-based 
entrants and regulatory circumstances.  The results 
show that the price effects from entry are understated 
in ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions, but 
when endogeneity is controlled for, prices are 
negatively related to the number of entrants.  This 
indicates that markets without a competitive presence 
could exhibit market power.  The authors believe that 
the findings ‘should prove helpful’ to economic 
regulators of telecommunications such as the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC). 

The paper is structured as follows:  1. Introduction; 2. 
Empirical Model; 3. Data (four subsections); 4. 
Results (four subsections); and 5. Conclusions. 

The authors estimate a two-step control-function 
model that relates incumbent prices for small-
business telecommunications services to the 
following variables:  number of facilities-based 
entrants; cost; demand; and regulatory conditions.  
There is also a correction for endogenous market 
structure.  The study uses data from 43 states and 
4,168 local markets.  Data on the number of 
competitive entrants in markets were obtained from 
the Local Exchange Routing Guide.  

The results show that the price effects from 
competition are understated in OLS regressions.  
When endogeneity is controlled for, prices are 
negatively related to the number of entrants, 
indicating possible market power in markets without a 
competitive presence.  The authors find that the first 
entrant decreases prices by about 3.1 per cent and 
the second entrant leads to an overall price reduction 
of about 5.4 per cent.  The authors state that the 
results should be of interest to the FCC and other 
regulators determining conditions under which price 
and other forms of regulation may be relaxed. 
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The diminishing marginal effects of price competition 
above two entrants indicate that a large part of the 
competitive conduct in the industry occurs in markets 
with one to three businesses.  The slight spike in the 
negative effects for eight, nine, or more, entrants is 
interesting and could be due to differentiated 
strategies from ‘second’ or later movers or other 
factors.  The authors suggest that future research 
could explore additional data (if publicly available) to 
separate out more cleanly pure facilities-based 
competitors from partial facilities-based competitors 
and pure wholesalers. 

There are thirty-two references in the list, ranging in 
year of publication from 1972 to 2017.  Economists 
cited include Nicholas Economides, Jerry Hausman 
and James Heckman.  A classic reference is to 
James Heckman’s ‘Dummy Endogenous Variables in 
A Simultaneous Equation Model’ published in 
Econometrica in 1978. 

The article can be accessed by subscription to The 
Journal of Regulatory Economics. 

Price Mimicking under Cost-of-Service 
Regulation:  The Swedish Water Sector, Erik 

Lundin, The Journal of Regulatory Economics, 52, 
2017, pp. 313-332. 

This study provides an empirical test of price 
mimicking among publicly-owned water utilities in 
Sweden.  Using a fixed-effects spatial Durbin model 
with data from Swedish municipalities during 2002–
2012, the author estimates the elasticity of the own 
price relative to neighbours’ average price as 0.14.  
This behaviour can be explained in terms of an 
informal yardstick competition:  when consumers use 
neighbouring municipalities’ prices as benchmarks for 
costs or as behaviourally based reference prices, 
policy makers will face the risk of consumer 
complaints and reduced voter support if deviating too 
much from neighbouring municipalities’ prices.  
Further, the author finds some evidence that price 
mimicking is more pronounced in municipalities 
where voter support for the ruling coalition is weak. 

There are seven sections in the article:  Introduction; 
Related Literature; Institutional Background and Data 
(two sub-sections); The Model (three sub-sections); 
Results (three sub-sections); A Further Discussion on 
Underlying Mechanisms and Implications for 
Efficiency; and Conclusion. 

There is a discussion of the role of allocative 
efficiency and productive efficiency in analysing this 
form of regulation.  The authors argue that, while 
allocative efficiency should be more or less 
unaffected by yardstick competition (due to a highly 
inelastic demand), there is presumably a positive 
effect on productive efficiency.  One of the main 
rationales behind yardstick regulation is to incentivise 
businesses to reduce costs, since the prices that 

businesses receive are independent of their own 
costs.  A conjecture is then that informal yardstick 
competition induces a similar mechanism, since the 
businesses that are able to cut costs more than their 
neighbours will increase profits. 

There are forty-nine references in the list, ranging in 
year of publication from 1950 to 2015.  References 
include:  Patrick Moran’s ‘Notes on Continuous 
Stochastic Phenomena’ (1950); Charles Tiebout’s ‘A 
Pure Theory of Local Expenditures’ (1956) and 
Andrei Shleifer’s ‘A Theory of Yardstick Competition’ 
(1985). 

The article can be accessed by subscription to The 
Journal of Regulatory Economics. 

Air Transport Liberalization A Critical 
Assessment, Matthias Finger and Kenneth Button 

(eds), Edward Elgar Publishing, 2018.  

This book, edited by Matthias Finger and Kenneth 
Button, offers a critical and wide-ranging assessment 
of the global air transport liberalisation process over 
the past forty years.  It is a compilation of papers on 
air transport economics, policy, and regulation written 
by authors from around the world.  The editors 
believe this publication is timely and significant, 
considering that air transport is currently facing a 
series of new challenges due to:  technological 
changes; the emergence of new markets; and 
increased security concerns. 

The book initially explores liberalisation within various 
geographical markets such as the United States, 
Canada, Australia, Ireland, China, India, the 
European Union, Latin America, and Africa.  The 
chapter on Australia is contributed by Peter Forsyth 
and refers to Australia as a ‘reluctant liberaliser’. 

The book then expands upon these geographic-
based chapters by addressing the main concerns that 
were initially levelled against air transport 
liberalisation.  These include concerns about safety, 
social services, market concentration (termed 
‘oligopolisation’), domination by hub airports in hub-
and-spoke systems and market instability. 

Finally there are three chapters on future challenges. 

The editors propose that this analysis of air transport 
and its regulation will be of interest to:  aviation 
professionals; regulators; researchers; and students 
who are taking courses in areas such as air transport, 
economic regulation, and contemporary transport 
history.
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Determinants of Broadacre Farming 
Efficiency in Western Australia:  A 
Stochastic Frontier Analysis, Tim Lefroy and 

James Key, Economic Papers, 37, 2, June 2018, pp. 
180-196. 

This paper is about the efficiency of broadacre 
farming in Western Australia, analysed using a 
stochastic frontier analysis (SFA).  The authors 
analyse a rich panel dataset of farm production to 
determine the potential for broadacre farms in 
Western Australia to increase productivity.  This 
increase in productivity would come through 
exploiting economies of scale and increasing 
technical efficiency.  The paper is structured as 
follows:  Introduction; Method (three subsections); 
Data (five subsections); Discussion (four 
subsections); Conclusion and Implications; and 
Appendix. 

Using SFA, the authors find that the majority of farms 
are operating below the optimal scale and would 
benefit from expansion.  This suggests that a 
documented trend towards larger farms is desirable.  
The authors also observe that a reasonable 
proportion of farms are significantly below the 
efficient frontier, while differences between regional 
production functions and the metafrontier further 
contribute to inefficiency.  Determinants of technical 
inefficiency are examined in the efficiency-effects 
model – the adoption of technologies is aligned with 
reducing inefficiency, particularly in cropping.  This 
suggests to the authors that the deployment of 
existing technologies should be a priority for both 

farmers and policy‐makers to further improve the 
efficiency of broadacre farms. 

There are thirty-five items in the reference list, with 
year of publication ranging from 1972 to 2016. 

The article can be accessed by subscription to 
Economic Papers. 

Do Merger Efficiencies Always Mitigate Price 
Increases?, Zhiqi Chen and Gang Li, Journal of 

Industrial Economics, 66, 1, March 2018, pp. 95-125.  

The authors of this paper set out to answer the 
question posed in the title:  Do merger efficiencies 
always mitigate price increases?   Their answer is 
that merger efficiencies do not necessarily mitigate 
the price increases arising from the loss of 
competition. The authors’ analysis concludes that 
when businesses compete in quantity, lower marginal 
costs after a merger can exert upward rather than 
downward pressure on the prices of the merging 
businesses.  A policy implication of the results is that, 
in cases where businesses engage in quantity 
competition or where businesses commit to quantities 
before setting prices, a competition authority can no 
longer presume that efficiencies will necessarily 
offset the anticompetitive effects of the merger.  The 

merger can lead to higher prices because of, rather 
than in spite of, large efficiencies. 

The paper is structured into the following sections:  
Introduction; The Model; Price Effects of Efficiencies; 
Consumer Welfare; Implications for Merger 
Enforcement Policy; Conclusions; Appendix A:  
Linear Demand System; and Appendix B:  Non-
Linear Demand System.  

The authors note that it is important to recognise that 
their results are obtained under a particular set of 
assumptions in a particular theoretical framework.  
Among the assumptions is that businesses compete 
in quantity. If, instead, they choose prices, the 
economic force that causes the insiders’ prices to rise 
with efficiencies may not be present.  While a formal 
analysis is stated to be beyond the scope of the 
present paper, it is the authors’ belief that efficiencies 
will not lead to higher prices when businesses 
compete in prices.  This is because prices are, in a 
standard model of oligopoly, strategic complements. 
Strategic complementarity implies that when the 
insiders reduce their prices in response to lower 
marginal costs, the outsiders will follow suit.  This, in 
turn, will reinforce the insiders’ incentives to cut 
prices.  Consequently, it appears to the authors 
unlikely that larger efficiencies would lead to higher 
prices when businesses compete in price.  Therefore, 
a careful consideration of the nature of strategic 
interactions among businesses is needed when 
applying the authors’ theory to a merger analysis.  

There are thirty references in the list, ranging in year 
of publication from 1950 to 2017.  Economists cited 
include Luis Cabral, Joseph Farrell, Dan Levin, 
Steven Salop, Carl Shapiro, George Stigler and 
Gregory Werden. 

The article can be accessed by subscription to The 
Journal of Industrial Economics. 

Competition in the Australian Financial 
System, Productivity Commission, Inquiry Report, 

29 June 2018; public release on 3 August 2018. 

The Productivity Commission (PC) observes that the 
Australian economy has generally benefited from 
having a financial system that is strong, innovative 
and profitable.  It concludes that there have been 
past periods of strong price competition, for example 
when the advent of mortgage brokers ‘upset industry 
pricing cohesion’.  The PC also believes that 
technological innovation has given consumers speed 
and convenience in many financial services, and a 
range of other non-price benefits.  On the other hand, 
according to the PC the larger financial institutions, 
particularly but not only in banking, have the ability to 
exercise market power over their competitors and 
consumers.  Many highly profitable financial 
institutions have achieved this with:  persistently 
opaque pricing; conflicted advice and remuneration 
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arrangements; layers of public policy and regulatory 
requirements that support larger incumbents; and a 
lack of easily accessible information, inducing 
unaware customers to maintain loyalty to unsuitable 
products.  What is seen as poor advice and complex 
information supports persistent attachment to high-
margin products that boost institutional profits, with 
product features that may be of no benefit.  The PC 
contends that, for this situation to persist for over ten 
years, channels for the provision of information and 
advice – including regulator information flow, adviser 
effort and broker activity – must be failing. 

The PC makes a number of observations and 
recommendations in relation to home loans.  The PC 
contends that the mortgage brokers who once 
revitalised price competition and revolutionised 
product delivery have ‘become part of the banking 
establishment’.  Fees and trail commissions have no 
evident link to customer best interests; and conflicts 
of interest created by ownership are obvious but 
unaddressed.  It recommends that trail commissions 
be banned and ‘clawback’ of commissions from 
brokers restricted.  All brokers, advisers and lender 
employees who deliver home loans to customers 
should have a clear legally-backed best-interest 
obligation to their clients. 

Complementing this obligation, and recognising that 
reward structures may still at times conflict with 
customer best interest, the PC recommends that all 
banks should appoint a Principal Integrity Officer 
(PIO) obliged by law to report directly to their board 
on the alignment of any payments made by the 
institution with the new customer best-interest duty.  
The PIO would also have an obligation to report 
independently to the Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission (ASIC) in instances in 
which its board is not responsive. 

With regard to general insurance, the PC observes:  
a proliferation of brands but far fewer actual insurers; 
poor quality information provided to consumers; and 
‘sharp practices’ adopted by some sellers of add-on 
insurance products.  It recommends that a Treasury 
working group should examine the introduction of a 
deferred sales model to all sales of add-on insurance. 

The PC believes that Australia’s payment system is 
at a crucial turning point.  Merchants should be given 
the capacity to select the default route that is to be 
used for payments by dual network cards.  This is 
already possible in a number of other countries.  The 
New Payments Platform requires a formal access 
regime.  It sees an opportunity ‘before incumbency 
becomes cemented’ to set up regulatory 
arrangements that will support substantial 
competition in services. 

With regard to the Australian Prudential Regulation 
Authority (APRA), the PC recommends more nuance 
in the design of its prudential measures, both in risk 

weightings and in its directions to authorised deposit-
taking institutions.  The PC sees this as essential to 
lessen market power and to address what it regards 
as an imbalance that has emerged in lending 
between businesses and housing. 

Finally, in light of the increasing emphasis on stability 
since the global financial crisis, the PC recommends 
that there should be an advocate for competition 
when financial system regulatory interventions are 
being determined.  In the PC’s view, the Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
should be tasked with promoting competition inside 
regulator forums, to ensure the interests of 
consumers and costs imposed on them are being 
considered. 

The report covers a total of 686 pages from cover to 
cover, including terms of reference, detailed contents, 
abbreviations, appendices and references.  The 
reference list covers forty pages, and includes official 
publications; industry reports; newspaper articles and 
professional references. 

The PC’s Inquiry Report can be accessed here.

http://www.pc.gov.au/inquiries/completed/financial-system/report
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Regulatory Decisions in 
Australia and New Zealand 

Australia 

Australian Competition and 
Consumer Commission (ACCC) 

NBN Co Undertaking on Wholesale 
Arrangements Accepted 

On 12 September 2018 the ACCC announced that it 

had accepted NBN Co’s Undertaking on Wholesale 

Arrangements.  

Fixed-Line Telecommunications Access 
Services – Review Announced 

On 31 August 2018 the ACCC announced that it was 

commencing an inquiry on the future of the 

declaration of six fixed-line access services.    

Transurban Bid – ACCC Will Not Oppose 
Following Undertaking 

On 30 August 2018 the ACCC announced that it will 

not oppose the bid by a Transurban led consortium 

for a majority interest in the WestConnex project 

following acceptance of court-enforceable 

undertakings. 

Electricity Prices – ACCC to Monitor and 
Report on  

On 21 August 2018 the ACCC was directed by the 

Federal Government to monitor and report on prices, 

profits and margins in the supply of electricity in the 

National Electricity Market. 

NBN Indicators Report Released  

On 13 August 2018 the ACCC released  its tenth 

quarterly Wholesale Market Indicators Report.  

Wholesale Mobile (Voice and SMS) 
Regulation – Inquiry Announced 

On 7 August 2018 the ACCC announced an inquiry 

into the regulation of wholesale mobile voice and 

SMS services. 

East Coast Gas – July 2018 Interim Report 
Released 

On 2 August 2018 the ACCC released the July 2018 

Gas Inquiry Interim Report on the East Coast gas 

market. 

Final Retail Electricity Price Inquiry Report 
Released 

On 11 July 2018 the ACCC released its Final Retail 

Electricity Inquiry Report.    

Australian Competition Tribunal 
(ACT) 

Application by DBNGP (WA) Transmission 
Pty Ltd – Decision 

On 16 July 2018 the Australian Competition Tribunal 
published its decision on the application by 
DBNGP (WA) Pty Ltd for a review of an access 
decision by the Economic Regulatory Authority of 
Western Australia.  The ACT found that the 
application ‘must be dismissed and the ERA’s 
determination confirmed’. 

Australian Energy Market 
Commission (AEMC) 

Stand-Alone Power Systems – AEMC to 
Review the Regulatory Framework 

On 11 September 2018 the AEMC published its 

issues paper for its review of the regulatory 

framework for stand-alone power systems. 

Gas Pipelines – Work on Regulatory Reform 

On 2 July 2018 the AEMC released a final package  

of recommendations to strengthen the regulation of 

gas pipelines.  

Australian Energy Regulator (AER) 

Forecasting Opex Productivity Growth for 
Electricity Distribution – Review Announced 

On 12 September 2018 the AER announced it will 
shortly commence a review of its forecasting of 
productivity growth of operating expenditure for 
Electricity Distribution. 

Return on Assets of Network Businesses 
Published 

On 10 September 2018 the AER published Return 

on Assets ratios for the network businesses that it 

regulates. 

High Wholesale Price in South Australia – 
Report Published 

On 7 September 2018 the AER published its 

analysis of the high wholesale price of electricity 

experienced in South Australia on 9 July 2018. 

https://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/nbn-co-commits-to-improve-service-rebates-and-reporting
https://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/fixed-line-telecommunications-services-review
https://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/accc-will-not-oppose-transurban-consortium-westconnex-bid-following-undertaking
https://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/accc-will-not-oppose-transurban-consortium-westconnex-bid-following-undertaking
https://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/accc-to-monitor-and-report-on-electricity-prices
https://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/a-third-of-nbn-users-now-on-higher-speed-plans
https://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/accc-commences-inquiry-into-regulation-of-wholesale-mobile-voice-and-sms-services
https://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/east-coast-gas-market-conditions-have-eased-but-more-gas-required-to-lower-prices
https://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/east-coast-gas-market-conditions-have-eased-but-more-gas-required-to-lower-prices
https://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/accc-releases-blueprint-to-reduce-electricity-prices
http://www.judgments.fedcourt.gov.au/judgments/Judgments/tribunals/acompt/2018/2018acompt0001
https://www.aemc.gov.au/news-centre/media-releases/have-your-say-changes-regulatory-frameworks-stand-alone-power-systems
https://www.aemc.gov.au/news-centre/media-releases/have-your-say-changes-regulatory-frameworks-stand-alone-power-systems
https://www.aemc.gov.au/news-centre/media-releases/helping-gas-pipeline-users-negotiate-lower-prices-and-better-deals
https://www.aer.gov.au/communication/aer-to-review-its-approach-to-forecasting-opex-productivity-growth-for-electricity-distribution
https://www.aer.gov.au/communication/aer-to-review-its-approach-to-forecasting-opex-productivity-growth-for-electricity-distribution
https://www.aer.gov.au/communication/aer-publishes-network-businesses%E2%80%99-return-on-assets
https://www.aer.gov.au/communication/aer-publishes-network-businesses%E2%80%99-return-on-assets
https://www.aer.gov.au/communication/aer-reports-on-high-wholesale-electricity-price-in-south-australia-on-9-july-2018
https://www.aer.gov.au/communication/aer-reports-on-high-wholesale-electricity-price-in-south-australia-on-9-july-2018
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Cost-Benefit Analysis of Network Investment 
– Test to be Reviewed 

On 27 July 2018 the AER proposed an improved 

cost-benefit analysis for network investment.   

National Competition Council 
(NCC) 

Port of Newcastle Submission on Revocation 
of the Declaration 

On 2 July 2018 the NCC announced that it had 

received a submission from Port of Newcastle 

Operations Pty Ltd that the NCC should 

recommend that the authorised Minister should 

revoke the declaration of the shipping channel 

service at the Port of Newcastle.   

Australian Capital Territory 

Independent Competition and 
Regulation Commission (ICRC) 

Monitoring Report on the 2016-17 Utility 
Licence Annual Reports – Released 

On 31 August 2018 the ICRC announced that it had 

released its Monitoring Report on the 2016-17 

Utility Licence Annual Reports.  

New South Wales 

Independent Pricing and 
Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) 

Recycled Water Prices – Review Commenced 

On 4 September 2018 the IPART released its 

Issues Paper on recycled water prices for public 

water utilities.   

Review of Financeability Test – Draft Report 

On 7 August 2018 the IPART released its Draft 

Report on the financeability test it uses as part of its 

building block approach used in price regulation 

decisions.  

Northern Territory 

Utilities Commission 

Ports Access and Pricing Review – 
Submissions on Draft Report Received 

On 11 September 2018 the Utilities Commission 

placed the four submissions it had received on 

its website responding to the Draft report on the 

Ports Access and Pricing Review. 

Port of Darwin Tariffs Variation 

On 13 August 2018 the Utilities Commission 

announced that, on 1 August 2018, the Port of 

Darwin had made changes to its tariffs for prescribed 

services. 

Queensland 

Queensland Competition Authority 
(QCA) 

Performance Framework Published 

On 15 August 2018 the QCA published its 

Performance Framework developed in collaboration 

with Queensland Treasury that applied from 1 July 

2018.  

South East Queensland Retail Electricity 
Monitoring Report 

On 27 July 2018 the QCA released a report on 

monitoring of retail electricity prices in South East 

Queensland.  

South Australia 

Essential Services Commission of 
South Australia (ESCOSA) 

Energy Retail Offer Comparison Released 

On 31 August 2018 the ESCOSA published its 

Energy Retail Offer Comparison Report for 2017-18. 

Bulk Grain Export Supply Chain Cost 
Investigation Announced 

On 7 August 2018 the ESCOSA published its draft 

report on its investigation of Bulk Grain Export 

Supply Chain Cost Investigation. 

South Australia Water Regulatory Framework 
and Approach Released 

On 2 July 2018 the ESCOSA released its approach 

on the Regulatory Framework and Approach to be 

used for the next South Australia Water price 

determination.   

Tasmania 

Office of the Tasmanian Economic 
Regulator (OTTER) 

Comparison of Australian Standing Offer 
Energy Prices July 2018 

In July 2018 the OTTER published its Comparison 

of Australian Standing Offer Energy Prices July 2018.    

https://www.aer.gov.au/news-release/aer-proposes-improved-cost-benefit-analysis-for-network-investment
http://ncc.gov.au/application/consideration-of-possible-recommendation-to-revoke-declaration-of-service-a
http://ncc.gov.au/application/consideration-of-possible-recommendation-to-revoke-declaration-of-service-a
http://www.icrc.act.gov.au/utilities-licensing/compliance-and-performance-framework/
https://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/Home/Industries/Water/Reviews/Metro-Pricing/Review-of-recycled-water-prices-for-public-water-utilities
https://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/Home/Industries/Water/Reviews/Metro-Pricing/Review-of-recycled-water-prices-for-public-water-utilities
https://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/Home/Industries/Special-Reviews/Reviews/Financeability-Tests/Review-of-financeability-test-2018
https://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/Home/Industries/Special-Reviews/Reviews/Financeability-Tests/Review-of-financeability-test-2018
http://www.utilicom.nt.gov.au/Newsroom/Lists/Posts/Post.aspx?ID=278
http://www.utilicom.nt.gov.au/Newsroom/Lists/Posts/Post.aspx?ID=278
http://www.utilicom.nt.gov.au/Newsroom/Lists/Posts/Post.aspx?ID=274
http://www.qca.org.au/Media-Centre/Media-Releases/Media-Releases/2018/Aug/QCA-implements-a-Performance-Framework
http://www.qca.org.au/Media-Centre/Media-Releases/Media-Releases/2018/Jul/SEQ-retail-electricity-market-monitoring
https://www.escosa.sa.gov.au/news/energy-news/aug18-news-2018-e-rocr
https://www.escosa.sa.gov.au/news/inquiry-news/aug18-news-2018-i-bgscc-draft
https://www.escosa.sa.gov.au/news/inquiry-news/aug18-news-2018-i-bgscc-draft
https://www.escosa.sa.gov.au/news/water-news/jul18-news-2018-w-sawrd20-fa-final
https://www.economicregulator.tas.gov.au/Documents/Comparison%20of%20Australian%20Standing%20Offer%20Energy%20Prices%20July%202018.pdf
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Victoria 

Essential Services Commission 
(ESC) 

AGL’s 2017-18 Performance Report not 
Received 

On 14 September 2018 the ESC published a letter to 
AGL Energy relating to the non-submission of its 
2017-18 Performance Report.   The letter can be 
accessed here. 

Building Trust through New Customer 
Entitlements in the Retail Energy Market – 
Draft Decision 

On 7 September 2018 the ESC released its draft 

decision on Building Trust through New Customer 

Entitlements in the Retail Energy Market. 

Western Australia 

Economic Regulation Authority 
(ERA) 

Review of Gamma 

On 17 August 2018 the ERA published a review by 
Dr Martin Lally of the Gamma chapter of the Draft 
Rate of Return Guidelines.  

Draft Rate of Return Guidelines Released 

On 29 June 2018 the ERA announced that it had 

released its Draft Rate of Return Guidelines.   

New Zealand 

New Zealand Commerce 
Commission (CCNZ) 

Fonterra Base Milk Price – Final Decision 
Released 

On 14 September 2018 the CCNZ released its Final 
Report on Fonterra’s base milk price calculation for 
2017-18 dairy season.  Find the media release here.  

National Mobile Roaming – Regulation to 
Continue 

On 4 September 2018 the CCNZ announced that 

regulation of National Mobile Roaming was to 

continue.   

Gas Pipelines – Performance Summaries 
Released 

On 21 August 2018 the CCNZ published its 
Performance Summaries for the four gas distribution 
businesses. 

See ‘Notes on Interesting Decisions’  

Christchurch Airport’s Profits – Broadly 
Satisfied Not Excessive 

On 19 July 2018 the CCNZ released its draft report 
on Christchurch Airport  with an initial finding that it 
is not targeting excessive profits. 

Broadband Performance – Paper Released 

On 5 July 2018 the CCNZ released its paper on 

broadband performance testing over the previous ten 

years.

https://www.esc.vic.gov.au/electricity-and-gas/electricity-and-gas-market-performance-and-reporting/agl-energy-failure-provide-2017-18-performance-report
https://www.esc.vic.gov.au/media-centre/energy-retailers-must-rebuild-community-trust
https://www.erawa.com.au/cproot/19392/2/D191373%20%20ERAWA-2018-Review%20of%20Gamma%20Chapter%20and%20Submissions%20final.pdf
https://www.erawa.com.au/cproot/19250/2/Draft%20Explanatory%20Statement%20for%20the%20Rate%20of%20Return%20Guidelines%20-%202018%20review.pdf
https://www.erawa.com.au/cproot/19250/2/Draft%20Explanatory%20Statement%20for%20the%20Rate%20of%20Return%20Guidelines%20-%202018%20review.pdf
https://comcom.govt.nz/news-and-media/media-releases/2018/final-report-on-review-of-fonterras-201718-base-milk-price-calculation
https://comcom.govt.nz/news-and-media/media-releases/2018/commission-retains-power-to-regulate-national-mobile-roaming
https://comcom.govt.nz/news-and-media/media-releases/2018/commission-broadly-satisfied-christchurch-airport-not-earning-excessive-profits
https://comcom.govt.nz/news-and-media/media-releases/2018/need-for-speed-a-look-at-the-evolution-of-nz-broadband-performance-over-the-past-decade
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Notes on Interesting Decisions 

CCNZ’s Performance Summaries for Gas 
Pipelines  

On 21 August 2018, the Commerce Commission 

published one-page Performance Summaries for 

each of New Zealand’s four regulated gas distribution 

businesses:  First Gas, Powerco, GasNet and Vector.  

The summaries are designed to promote a better 

understanding of each company’s performance by 

providing high-level statistics such as profitability, 

capital expenditure, operating expenditure, asset 

condition, revenue and network reliability.  The 

performance summaries follow the same template as 

those released in 2017 for electricity lines 

businesses.   

The publication of the Performance Summaries is 

part of the CCNZ’s drive to continue to improve its 

understanding of the performance of infrastructure 

industries and to share that knowledge with relevant 

stakeholders – industry, Government agencies and 

consumers.  It also assists the CCNZ to identify 

trends in performance and enables comparison 

across businesses. 

The CCNZ points out that the Performance 

Summaries are intended as a ‘high-level snapshot’ of 

the businesses; rather than a thoroughly detailed 

picture of performance. There are a limited number of 

gas distribution businesses and the CCNZ notes that 

it is important to recognise the characteristics of their 

networks are quite different from one-another.  

However, the CCNZ observes that generally the data 

indicate that the gas pipelines provide a high level of 

reliability, good asset condition, and with generally 

stable levels of forecast network investment. 

Performance Summary statistics for both the gas 

pipelines and electricity-lines businesses are sourced 

from more detailed public disclosures and will be 

updated each year.  The Performance Summaries 

are based on the most recent information that was 

publicly disclosed by each gas distribution business 

under the CCNZ’s information disclosure 

requirements (covering the year ending either 30 

June or 30 September 2017).  Most of the data has 

either been audited and/or certified by the directors of 

the businesses.  However, the CCNZ cannot 

guarantee that there are no errors in the data 

provided.  The performance summaries released do 

not include First Gas’s gas transmission business. 
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Regulatory News 

2019 ACCC/AER Regulatory Conference  

The 2019 ACCC/AER Regulatory Conference will be 

held in Brisbane on Thursday 1 August and Friday 2 

August 2019.  
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